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Iron Speed Designer Version 9.2 Streamlines Intelligent Field Function and Stunning Page Imagery 

 

San Jose, CA – October 4, 2012 – Award-winning software company, Iron Speed, Inc., announces the 9.2 release of its 

development software with enhanced page styles and compact field layout. The improved features build upon Iron 

Speed’s overall vision of a simplified user interface for the application development tool and a positive user experience. 

Iron Speed Chairman and Co-founder Alan Fisher is calling the release “refreshing”, adding that companies desire 

applications where impact is achieved with simplicity, not the other way around. “In other words, our goal for V9.2 is a 

unique user experience that is easy to use, time-saving for customers and cuts development costs in half. Top that off 

with a new suite of alluring page styles, we have a product that looks as good as it performs.” 

The new release is also denoted by improvements made to the generated mobile pages as well as selectable paging 

methods for Microsoft SQL Server, and more. 

Perpetual licenses and monthly subscriptions are available online starting as low as $195 per month. Additionally, you can 

download the FREE trial and be the first to know about Iron Speed promotions and discounts: 

http://www.ironspeed.com/download  

About Iron Speed, Inc. 

Iron Speed is the leader in enterprise-class application development. Our software development tools build database and 

reporting applications in significantly less time and cost than hand-coding. Our flagship product, Iron Speed Designer, is 

the fastest way to deliver applications for the Microsoft .NET, Microsoft SharePoint, mobile and software-as-a-service 

cloud computing environments. 

Founded in 1999, Iron Speed is well funded with a capital base of over $20M from several strategic investors and 

executives from AMD, Excelan, Onsale, and Oracle.The company is based in San Jose, CA, and is located online at: 

www.ironspeed.com. 
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